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QUESTION: 1
What is another name for an application that supports a business service or process
using components from two or more separate applications?

A. enterprise application
B. desktop application
C. composite application
D. commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) application

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
What is the key business challenge that drives the need for tight and real-time control over
the application development, test, and release cycle?

A. Businesses require up-to-date information regarding intellectual property and attrition.
B. Ongoing business events, such as M&A and creation of new lines of business,
highlight the inadequacy of a one-time portfolio assessment or limited project
management processes.
C. An agile and modern world requires modernized and fast applications.
D. Mobile computing is growing rapidly and must be managed effectively.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
What are the common development methodologies currently in use? (Select three.)

A. scrum
B. ruck
C. agile
D. vigorous
E. waterfall
F. fountain

Answer: C, D, E

QUESTION: 4
Which business challenges are relevant to requirements management? (Select three.)
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A. Forty percent of project budgets are wasted due to poor requirements.
B. There is a lack of visibility and traceability throughout application lifecycle.
C. The VP of Apps needs a way to visualize the state of application quality.
D. There is no single system of record for requirements definition and management.
Business analysts need a way to prototype my applications.
E. Development is not linked into the application lifecycle.

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 5
What are the key terms associated with composite applications? (Select two.)

A. Automatic maintenance
B. Shared services
C. Application sensitive storage management
D. Virtualization
E. Provider-consumer

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 6
What are the challenges in ensuring better, faster outcomes for application delivery?
(Select three.)

A. change readiness
B. real time visibility into rapid change
C. quality
D. network performance
E. predictability
F. server power and cooling consumption

Answer: B, C, E

QUESTION: 7
Which IT/business challenges are relevant to development management? (Select three.)

A. Different development methodologies are needed. B. A variety of development tools
are needed.
C. Heterogeneous environments are extremely difficult to manage. D. Application teams
are distributed.
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